International Interior Designer Annysa
LaMantia Chooses Element Designs °eCubed
Shelving for Classic Appeal and Functionality

Finding the right products for a project presents a
tedious challenge for interior designers. Since every
space is unique, so are its requirements. Many times,
designers are forced to get products custom made,
which can impact budget and timelines. At Element
Designs, we understand the struggles of designers and
complications that arise when trying to capture the
latest trends.
One hot trend in commercial and residential interiors is
metal frame shelving structures. However, they aren’t
readily available. Most designers must engage a
custom metal shop to create them for spaces, which is
expensive and requires a large amount of time. So,
what does a designer do that wants to capture this look
but stay on budget and receive products quickly?
Designer Annysa LaMantia was faced with this
quandary. She wanted well-made and chic open
shelving but was unable to find it. She looked to her
design community and discovered Element Designs.
She then tapped us to help her pull off this sophisticated
look using our °eCubed Shelving System with a jet
black finish made of aluminum with glass shelving.

Meet Renowned Designer
Annysa LaMantina
Annysa, owner of Annysa LaMantia Design, is an
international interior designer with degrees in interior
design and studio art from Indianan University. She has held
design jobs, working for an architecture firm in New York
City, running operations for a luxury furniture company in
Atlanta, and working with a prestigious Italian furniture
designer in Florence, Italy.
She has experience creating spaces in both residential and
commercial properties. She has dual citizenship in the US
and Italy and travels the world with a group of creative
minds to develop dynamic environments that have a classic,
contemporary style, and great function.
She’s now back in Atlanta with her own business and works
on high-profile projects all over the US. She and her team
have designed spaces for some of the most esteemed
business moguls, entertainers, and professional athletes in
the country.
For this particular project, she turned to Element Designs
help to capture the modern and clean look of metal shelving
to illuminate the space.

Contemporary Cabinets
Offer a Fresh Look
Open shelving continues to be a growing trend in both
residential and commercial interiors. This contemporary
design approach offers many opportunities to do something
new. Designers also enjoy combining different materials to
create a personalized design. This mixing of materials often
includes wood, metal, and glass. This open concept also
helps rooms appear more spacious while offering
functionality.
Our °eCubed shelving represents this trend well; a trend
that is very European inspired. These shelves are made
from aluminum and glass and fit our core manufacturing
competencies. °eCubed shelving complements modern,
contemporary, and industrials styles, to name a few.
Handcrafted from regional aluminum and glass, the
°eCubed shelving units are of the highest quality and are
built to last. They arrive fully fabricated and assembled for
easy installation. They have recently become available in
the North American market.
The shelving systems are highly customizable with multiple
finishes, shelf insert options, and configurations. It’s an
excellent selection for residential kitchens, closets, offices,
as well as commercial projects, including restaurants,
retail, and hospitality.

Why eCubed Shelving?
Element Designs’ °eCubed shelving provides many benefits
to designers and its quality is top-notch. We’ve made it easy
to purchase and installation is simple as it does not require
a professional. Plus, it’s highly versatile, looking at home in
a commercial kitchen or a well-organized home office.
When designers are seeking to add contemporary yet
functional storage, they can easily use °eCubed shelving to
fit this trend. With a large variety of finishes and glass
options, customization is achieved with little challenge. It’s
also all fabricated in the US, so designers can feel good
about purchasing a product that’s locally made.
We developed the °eCubed shelving system to meet the
demand of the market; one that was once only fulfilled by
custom metal shops. However, most designers don’t have
the budget or timelines to work with these kinds of
fabricators. Other manufacturers may offer to build your
pieces, which have to be cut and assembled on-site,
leading to more work and requiring special equipment. No
other product on the market has the benefits and attributes
of the °eCubed shelving system.

Designers Choose
Element Designs for Our
Contemporary Casework
Known for our elegant and diverse casework components and cabinet doors, we offer a full line of aluminum and glass
products for residential and commercial projects. All our products are custom manufactured to fit the exact needs of each
job. We were excited to work with Annysa on her project and look forward to helping her in the future with more of her
amazing designs.

“With a large variety of finishes and glass options, customization
is achieved with little challenge”

Learn more about our products and capabilities by visiting element-designs.com.
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